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+PQKIOW»[�;UIZ\�5][M]U�
of  Art is currently 

exhibiting a show called 

;\I\M�WN �5QVL"�6M_�+ITQNWZVQI�)Z\�
+QZKI��!����_PQKP�_I[�WV�^QM_�
I\�\PM�*ZWV`�5][M]U�WN �\PM�)Z\[�
earlier this year. To begin with, 

there‘s the clear contradiction of  

\PM�\Q\TM��VM_�IZ\�NZWU��!����UWZM�
\PIV����aMIZ[�IOW��+WVKMX\]IT�
IZ\Q[\[��M[XMKQITTa�+ITQNWZVQIV[�
NZWU�\PM���»[�IVL���»[��IZM�JMTW^ML�
today and continue to have a 

huge impact. But what can we 

glean from these artists that hasn‘t 

ITZMILa�JMMV�XIKSML�Wٺ�Ja�\PM�
ever-chewing chops of  art history? 

If  we take conceptual art at its 

word, we may end up dead.

1VKT]LML�QV�\PM�[PW_�Q[�2WPV�
*ITLM[[IZQ»[�¹1�)U�5ISQVO�)Z\º�
^QLMW�NZWU��!�����\Z]Ta�LMXZM[[QVO�
\W�_I\KP��)[�PM�RWaTM[[Ta�KPIV\[�\PM�
phrase I am making art he drags his 

TQUX�IZU[�QV\W�LQٺMZMV\�XW[Q\QWV[��
reminiscent of  a terrible drawing 

class model with no idea what 

poses to do. His listless movements 

reduce art making to a minimum 

of  energy output. Baldessari is 

fatigued by the art system that was 

R][\�JMOQVVQVO�\W�M`MZ\�Q\[MTN �QV�\PM�
�!��»[��J]\�\W�NWTTW_�\PQ[�QUX]T[M�
through today would be to cease 

movement all together, cease art 

making, and commit suicide.

The man who did escape the art 

world did not live to tell. Several 

WN �*I[�2IV�)LMZ»[�^QLMW�_WZS[�IZM�
included in the show, performances 

in which he falls from a roof  

or performs other semi-violent 

IK\QWV[��0Q[�ÅVIT�_WZS��VW\�
mentioned in the show, “In Search 

WN �\PM�5QZIK]TW][º��KWV[Q[\ML�WN �
[IQTQVO�Wٺ�IKZW[[�\PM�)\TIV\QK�QV�I�
[UITT�JWI\�QV��!����VM^MZ�\W�JM�[MMV�
IOIQV��*]\�\PM�XIZITTMT�_Q\P�+PZQ[�
*]ZLMV»[�_WZS�¹*�+��5M`QKWº�NZWU�
�!���_I[�M^QLMV\��)V����LIa�\ZQX�QV�
I�SIaIS�QV�����LMOZMM�\MUXMZI\]ZM[�
_I[�M`PQJQ\ML�QV�PQ[�4)�OITTMZa�
as a brief  note describing his 

absence. Known for his audacious 

XMZNWZUIVKM[�TQSM�¹;PWW\º�WN ��!����
reproduced in the show with a 

single still image of  blood dripping 

down his arm, several of  his early 

videos are included. “Through 

\PM�6QOP\�;WN\Taº�NZWU��!����
shows the artist rolling nude across 

broken glass, shown as a TV ad on 

I�TWKIT�4)�KPIVVMT��<PQ[�ZILQKIT�
engagement with mass media was 

persistently emphasized in the 

;\I\M�WN �5QVL�[PW_��*]\�_PI\�LWM[�
-`\ZMUM�5MI[]ZM[��+PZQ[�*]ZLMV»[�
current exhibition of  macho 

[K]TX\]ZM�I\�\PM�6M_�5][M]U��
contribute to our understanding 

of  this era‘s legacy of  radicalism? 

And what could constitute a real 

engagement with mass media 

today?

In order to show his ad on TV, 

Burden had to buy the ad, which 

is also what Stephen Kaltenbach 

LQL�QV��!�!�QV�)Z\NWZ]U��_PMZM�PM�
printed phrases each month like 

“Become a legend” and “Tell a lie.” 

You would now need $23,000 for a 

year of  half-

page black and white ads. But 

you can buy a set of  Kaltenbach‘s 

Artforums for only $300 from 

the Antiquarian Booksellers‘ 

Association of  America. Another 

impressive instance of  ‘inverting 

mass media’, as they put it, was 

the relatively unknown Bay Area 

OZW]X�KITTML�;IU»[�+INu�\PI\�[XMV\�
 ň�XMZ�MV^MTWXM�\W�UIQT��������
fake collection agency bills to 

;IV�.ZIVKQ[KIV[�QV��!����OM\\QVO�
them in minor trouble with the 

law. Today these kinds of  actions 

are nearly inconceivable due to 

QVÆI\QWV�IVL�\PM�M^MZ�IL^IVKQVO�
grip of  federal control.

Although reckless interventions like 

these hold a certain guerilla allure, 

I have a suspicion we are drawn to 

them as quirky relics of  a bygone 

time. Not much can shock us today. 

The aesthetics of  rebellion are 

dangerously attractive. Human 

MVMZOa�KIV�JM�XM\ZQÅML�QV\W�I�
ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV��I�LMIL�ÆWI\QVO�
image, detached from its context 

and ready to be mobilized for any 

KI][M��TQSM�+PM»[�JTIKS�IVL�_PQ\M�
stony stare. Speaking of  real impact 

ZML]KML�\W�ÆI\�ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV��
I won‘t even get started on the 

“Feminism” section of  the show 

NMI\]ZQVO�;]bIVVM�4IKa��I�JZQMN �
and frustrating interlude of  naked 

ladies playing with sheep guts.
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xhibited in a museum, 

the implications of, 

say, Barbara T. Smith‘s 

installation “Field Piece”, are 

shifted. A reproduced photo 

practically depicts an orgy, next 

to a sign instructing us to remove 

shoes and enter two at a time. I 

recently noticed a truly absurd 

ILLMVL]U�\W�\PM�IJ[]ZL"�I�[PMM\�
music transcription of  “Baldessari 

;QVO[�4M_Q\\º�NWZ�[ITM�I\�\PM�5W5)�
8;��JWWS[PWX��IVL�\PM�NW]Z\P�
reprint by Zurich‘s Rollo Press is in 

progress.

<WU�5IZQWVQ»[�¹7VM�;MKWVL�
;K]TX\]ZMº�NZWU��!�!�Q[�IV�
unexpectedly strong piece in the 

M`PQJQ\QWV"�)�[QUXTM�XPW\WOZIXP�WN �
a tape measure thrown in the air, 

forming a randomly curved dark 

shape against the sky. In contrast 

\W�*ITLM[[IZQ»[�XQMKM�QV[\ITTML�R][\�
VM`\�\W�Q\��5IZQWVQ»[�_WZS�Q[�\W\ITTa�
JMI\QÅK�IVL�M`]JMZIV\��Y]ITQ\QM[�
I dare say should characterize 

art making. Yet language and 

photographic recording are also 

M[[MV\QIT�NWZ�JM[\W_QVO�[QOVQÅKIVKM�
to this piece, necessarily occurring 

after the fact. This ‘one second 

sculpture’ then does not disappear 

as its title might imply. It sticks 

around and accrues value. It is 

provided for the show courtesy 

of  San Francisco Gallery Paule 

Anglim. We need to realize there 

is no outside the system, but 

this should not be a mournful 

recognition.

Using the knowledge of  what 

came before can produce creative 

impulses, hopefully regardless of  

the linear directive of  history that 

requires us to constantly transcend. 

In fact, the futility of  all this can be 

generative. An incredible piece by 

8I]T�3W[�M`MUXTQÅM[�\PQ[�XW\MV\QIT"�
¹;W]VL�WN �1KM�5MT\QVOº�NZWU��!���
consists of  two 25 pound blocks 

of  ice closely surrounded by eight 

UQKZWXPWVM[�IVL�IUXTQÅMZ[��<PM�
contradictions are embedded 

within the piece; our expectations 

of  the spectacular are negated. 

The performance is physically 

UI\MZQITQbML�_Q\PW]\�ZIZMÅML�
WJRMK\[��IVL�\PM�KWUXTM\QWV�WN �\PM�

work requires its disappearance. 

This kind of  lyrical, absurd 

UWUMV\�WٺMZ[�[WUM\PQVO�
productive despite its inherent 

failure, or maybe because of  it.   
BP

)JW^M"�8PW\WOZIXP���;\M^M�5K.IZTIVL�8ZM^QW][�8IOM"�8PW\WOZIXP�Ja�/QTQ�3IZM^


